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So, here’s an overview to give you an idea of where I’m headed. I wanted to start with a very broad overview of the data workflows we have in the lab, and give you some context for how the research I’ll be describing fits into that. I’ll then spend a few minutes talking about our quest to understand life history variation in steelhead, an effort that has required coordinating and integrating data from several disparate sources, and thus may be of interest to this group. Finally, I’ll wrap up with some examples of how we are applying these insights in fish conservation, and then switch back to a broader view to describe how we share our data and results and make them accessible to the community.
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So I thought it would be useful to just give a bird’s eye view of what we do in the lab. It should go without saying that one of our guiding paradigms is supporting the tribes in putting fish back in the river, (CLICK) but functionally that usually means identifying opportunities to contribute by investigating the genetic dynamics of important phenotypic variation, helping to answer specific questions that managers have about fishery dynamics, or using genetic tools to leverage traditional ecological knowledge. (CLICK) In our lab we utilize to general forms of genetic data, 1) low coverage whole genomic data, usually limited numbers of individuals with discrete phenotypes, which nonetheless gives us a survey of the millions of variable positions across the genome, or 2) genotypes of the thousands of individuals that we process every year, but only for a few hundred markers which are putatively evolutionarily neutral or the candidate markers that have a putative association with a given phenotypic trait. (CLICK) Which data type we pursue depending on the questions we are addressing, such as ‘what genes influence a phenotype’, or if we are interested in basic parentage or population structure, want to measure the degree of association of a candidate marker with a trait, or want to use that association to predict the phenotypic trends based on the genetic profile of a set of individuals. (CLICK) And though I have artificially represented the products of these different pathways as separate, (CLICK) in truth they are not, since they both loop back and inform how we pursue related investigations. (CLICK) Finally, I would be remiss not to point out that the ultimate goal of any investigation should be to make the data, results, and knowledge gained available to those who can benefit from it, although (CLICK) what actually led me to submit to the data integration symposium at AFS last year was in fact our dependence for these investigations on the availability of biological and environmental data that we integrate into our analyses. So, in recognition of that dependence, I’ll return to this conceptual workflow and talk a bit about how we share our data and work products towards the end.
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For now I want to wade into an example of the way we integrate disparate data types to forge new genetic tools for conservation. I imagine it goes without saying, but not all individuals are physically or behaviorally identical, whether we’re talking about people or fish, and nowhere is this more true than for rainbow trout and their anadromous from, steelhead. (CLICK) For example, if we just look at a couple of phenotypic traits in steelhead, the day each fish migrates over Bonneville Dam into the Columbia Interior and the size they are when they migrate, and I’ll talk about where these data come from in a minute, we see that there’s quite a bit of variation. (CLICK) Now managers have recognized that this is not a homogenous migration, and distinguish two “runs” of steelhead, (CLICK) the A run of generally smaller fish earlier in the season (CLICK) and the B run of somewhat larger fish later in the season. And this phenomenon has been really important for management of Columbia River stocks since most ESA listed inland stocks tend to be predominantly ‘B’ run. Moreover, we’ve known for some time that this is not just an accident of fate (CLICK) but rather of age, (CLICK) and now recognize that the A run is primarily made up of fish that spent only a single year in the ocean before returning to spawn, (CLICK) and the B run is predominated by fish that spent two or more years in the ocean.



Portfolio effects: population insurance

Original diagram design by Ilana Koch (Koch et al. 2018 Evolutionary Applications, 12725)
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Now, while some stocks tend to exhibit predominantly younger or older migrants, most stocks exhibit a mix of 1-ocean and 2+-ocean fish. And it turns out that that variation in how long fish remain at sea before returning to spawn acts as a sort of bet hedging or insurance against environmental or other effects that impact survivorship among years, otherwise known as “portfolio effects”. Here’s a relatively simple example of how that works. If we imagine a population of fish that return to spawn in consecutive years, here numbered 1 through 12, fish that hatched in year 1 might return to spawn in year 3 or 4, after spending 1 year in the river, and then 1 or 2 years at sea. (CLICK) Similarly, fish that hatched in year 2 might return in years 4 or 5, depending on their ocean duration. So in this way, offspring from both year 1 and year 2 contribute to spawning in year 4. (CLICK) And you can imagine this effect continuing over time, creating overlap and continuity across spawn years. (CLICK) And I would of course be remiss not to mention that unlike other salmon, steelhead are iteroparous, that is, they have fish that may migrate and spawn multiple times, and this also provide connectivity across years, such as a fish that first spawned in year 4, then again in 5, 7, and 8.



Portfolio effects: population insurance

Original diagram design by Ilana Koch (Koch et al. 2018 Evolutionary Applications, 12725)
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But how does this act like insurance? Imagine if there were poor conditions in year 4 that resulted in spawning failure. (CLICK) Both year 1 and year 2 would be deprived of contributing to spawning for fish returning that year, (CLICK) but they would each have gotten to contribute in other years. (CLICK) Similarly, though years 6 and 7 depend on offspring from year 4, (CLICK) they each have other years that contribute spawners, so those years aren’t a complete failure.



Portfolio effects: population insurance

Original diagram design by Ilana Koch (Koch et al. 2018 Evolutionary Applications, 12725)
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However, this insurance only works in so far as there is no great disadvantage to whether a fish spends 1 or more years in the ocean, for example, there are no biases in the vulnerability of different ocean age fish to fishery exploitation. Unfortunately, that may sometimes be the case. For example, B run steelhead overlap in both time and size with the fall Chinook gill net fishery, and in fact the catch of steelhead often mediates that Chinook fishery. Without identifying that dynamic, (CLICK) the effect would be to essentially eliminate the older ocean age fish from many populations. If that were to happen, (CLICK) instead of being buffered, (CLICK) environmental challenges in a given year could be perpetuated through time. So critical to enumerating the costs surrounding various management alternatives is understanding the permanence or likelihood of recovery under various scenarios, and the key to that understanding is knowing whether this trait is heritable and finding genetic markers that we can use to predict and track the effects of management alternatives.
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Original diagram design by Ilana Koch (Koch et al. 2018 Evolutionary Applications, 12725)
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So we have a pretty good idea that ocean duration is moderately to strongly heritable, (CLICK) and some of that evidence comes from hatchery stocks like the one from Skamania Hatchery, which has been selected for decades for larger and earlier spawning fish, and which has resulted in fish that are almost exclusively 2+-ocean and return distinctly earlier that most other Columbia River steelhead. So much so, that the first period of steelhead return from April through June is called the “Skamania” period. So this encouraged us to think it should be possible to find genetic markers to help us track and understand age at maturity.
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The first step we take to finding genetic markers that track important phenotypic traits, or, ideally, markers that reside in or near genes that contribute to a phenotypic trait, is sort of a brute force approach, where we take a limited set of individuals classified to distinct phenotypes and sequence their entire genome at relatively low depth. The key to this approach is that it utilizes theoretically very discrete sets of individuals and provides for relatively little incorporation of known co-variation in the data apart from basic population structure. (CLICK) So in the case of searching for markers associated with age, a fairly reliable if somewhat artificial place to get discrete groups are hatchery fish with very discrete ages that derive from using genotype data to assign them to hatchery spawn year, from which their ocean duration time can easily be deduced.



Genetic Markers for Age-At-Maturity
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And sure enough when my colleague Shawn and collaborators made genomic surveys of hatchery steelhead of different ocean ages, (CLICK) they discovered a region on chromosome 25 strongly associated with this trait, containing a gene called SIX6. But while this type of analysis can point one in the right direction, it doesn’t incorporate the type of fine detail necessary to identify the magnitude of effect of different genetic variations or to predict the outcome of fishery selection on these ocean duration variants. (CLICK) And so from these results, we identified a number of the most significant DNA variants and designed markers as candidates to predict and track ocean age variation.
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However, generating more precise intelligence about marker association and utility requires detailed biological information that can be integrated into models that accommodate the individual level variation that occurs among steelhead, including not only things like sex and migration timing, since we know those co-vary with ocean age, but also stock of origin. Fortunately, thanks to the coordinated and dedicated efforts by John Whiteaker and Jeff Fryer and colleagues, this information is available through sampling efforts for fish migrating back to tributaries in the Columbia River through Bonneville Dam. At the Bonneville Adult Fish Facility, a small percentage of migrating fish are temporarily detained, and from these fork length is recorded, a fin clip is taken for genetic analysis, a PIT tag is inserted if untagged, and a scale is taken for estimating river duration and ocean duration. (CLICK) These scale estimations of ocean duration, provided by our colleague Jeff Fryer, usually in text or Excel format via email, along with fork length, became our primary phenotypes for the model. In the case of hatchery origin fish identified through parentage-based tagging, we could have alternatively used brood year in order to calculate ocean duration, (CLICK) but there was such a strong correlation between PBT age and scale age, even given the uncertainty in river duration, that it was not worth creating a second phenotype only for the subset of samples that were hatchery origin.



Genetic Markers for AAM
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In addition, the PIT tagging enabled us to follow fish as they migrated back to spawn in the various tributaries and, for those that successfully arrived to spawn based on our filtering criteria for the thousands of PIT recordings that were available, identify both what day they passed Bonneville Dam as a proxy for freshwater entry and what day they arrived to their most upstream destination as a proxy for spawning tributary arrival date. These values allowed us to account for effects that migration timing had on ocean duration variation as well how stock of origin affected migration phenology. (CLICK) For the sake of discussing data integration, that process conceptually looked something like this: I mined our SQL database for records of Bonneville steelhead samples we possessed that included length and scale age data, downloaded their complete PIT record histories and filtered them according to what we understood to represent a complete migration history, which required a lot of back and forth wherein we were learning what a complete migration history looked like, and finally from the histories of the filtered set of samples we deduced these additional migration timing phenotypes and the stock to which each fish belonged.
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So now the objective is to take the length information we collected from Bonneville Dam, (CLICK) pair it with the ocean duration data and (CLICK) the migration phenology data we calculated from the PIT recordings...
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...and integrate that into a model calculating association of the markers from the candidate region, (CLICK) as well as markers sprinkled across the remaining genome, with the phenotype data. These other genetic markers, those that are putatively neutral, serve a dual purpose: they allow us to estimate a null distribution of association, (CLICK) and they also provide the basis for estimating kinship and population structure amongst our samples and utilizing those as additional covariates in our model.
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From this we confirmed that indeed the markers near the SIX6 gene showed by far the strongest association with size and ocean age at maturity among the markers tested, (CLICK) and that this single region explained around 10% of phenotypic variation, (CLICK) and did so in a sex-specific manner, with males exhibiting a stronger association than females. Specifically if we look at the proportion of 1-ocean fish, here in red, bearing the variant associated with short ocean duration and size, males exhibited a third more 1-ocean fish than females, (CLICK) with a similar trend across the other genotypes. (CLICK) Finally, as an example of genotyping results feeding back into genomic investigations, now that we know to look for an interacting effect between ocean age, sex, and variation in the SIX6 gene, we can re-visit our genomic tests using individuals discriminated by their genotypes at the SIX6 gene to hopefully ferret out other genetic factors that mediate the effects of the SIX6 gene.



Portfolio effects: population insurance

Original diagram design by Ilana Koch (Koch et al. 2018 Evolutionary Applications, 12725)
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So, going back to our original question, it appears that on top of strong heritability in ocean duration there appear to be one or a few genetic loci that strongly affect this trait in steelhead, making it vulnerable to fisheries induced selection. (CLICK) This is a troubling prospect, obviously, so what are the conservation opportunities created by these markers?



Basin-wide variation in steelhead
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We’re still early in the process of identifying the best strategies to apply our insight into age-at-maturity in managing steelhead fisheries, but one of things we’ve done is surveyed representative populations in the Columbia Basin for genomic variation in the trait-associated regions such as around the SIX6 gene on chromosome 25, to get a baseline of the variation these stocks exhibit. This, at least, will provide a point from which to estimate what changes they exhibit going forward, although, as you all can imagine, there is strong debate about how to interpret any such trends.
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But to illustrate where markers like these have had a greater opportunity to be applied in conservation, I wanted to briefly return to another life history variation in steelhead, run-timing. This figure shows run-timing variation for those same fish, in this case the timing of migration for both when fish pass Bonneville and when they arrive near their spawning site. (CLICK) And after a similar set of analyses as for age-at-maturity, we and colleagues identified a region on chromosome 28 that explains up to 50% of the variance in run timing in some cases.
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One very practical utility of these markers has been in the Warm Springs Fishery group’s efforts to rebuild the winter-run population of steelhead in the east fork of the Hood River. Using these markers we are helping the Warm Springs group select broodstock for the Parkdale Hatchery that excludes strays from summer-run stocks. So for example, (CLICK) If we take a set of broodstock candidates that have returned to the Hood east fork, we can assess their predicted migration phenotype based on the chromosome 28 GREB-ROCK markers. And with this (CLICK) it’s fairly easy to say ‘YES’ or (CLICK) ‘NO’ to some, (CLICK) and least give a relative rating based on the combination of genotypes at different markers and their relative strength of association.



Run-timing markers: GREB1L-ROCK1
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Similarly, many here probably know that Chinook that migrate into the Columbia interior are divided up into different lineages, with one lineage, which we call interior stream-type, migrating primarily in spring, and the other, the interior ocean-type lineage, exhibiting stocks which migrate either in summer or fall, and that the Columbia Basin management periods, indicated here by dotted lines, have been erected to direct harvest quotas within those periods to reflect abundances of the respective runs. (CLICK) Now, it probably won’t come as much surprise to you that Chinook salmon show a similarly high association of run-timing variation with DNA variants in the GREB-ROCK region of chromosome 28.
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And if we even do something as basic as plot the run-timing distribution of individuals bearing the different genotypes at the most strongly associated marker, we see fairly clearly that, while each of the management periods have been created to capture run-timing variation reflecting the modality of each lineage, not only is there some overlaps been the lineages, but that overlap is clearly explained by the chromosome 28 genotype of the fish migrating in that period. What this means is that, while a particular run for a lineage may be overall quite strong, setting harvest quotas that reflect the assumption that all the fish from a given period come from another lineage may nonetheless place additional, unaccounted pressure on that lineage in a manner that reduces the endemic life history variation of that lineage and therefore the ecological portfolio of that ecosystem.
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Ok, so stepping back out of the management weeds, I wanted to return finally to the conceptual workflow for our lab that I introduced at the start and talk briefly about what data sharing and promotion looks like for us. (CLICK) Typically, our projects are destined for either a peer-reviewed publication and/or a publicly available report, depending on the nature of the project, and in the case of the age-at-maturity project we published in the open-access journal Evolutionary Applications. Most peer-reviewed journals have strong data-reporting requirements these days, which for us means submitting the genotypes of all the individuals utilized, along with relevant phenotype and meta-data, to a publicly accessible database such as DRYAD, or in the case of genomic data, the NCBI Short Read Archive, all of which provide accession numbers that are included in the manuscript. And I make it a point to publish all of my computer code to increase transparency and reproducibility. We also have long-standing dynamics of sharing data with several agencies with overlapping objectives, such as Idaho Fish and Game, with whom we exchange our parentage-based-tagging baselines. Most often these data can be shared in the cloud, and end up in our respective non-publicly accessible databases, which unfortunately means that if we want to query whether they have data or samples that did not derive from us, we have to entreat with them to run those queries completely aside from the actual data sharing. On occasion, particularly with genomic data, the file sizes are too large to be practical to share through the internet, and we have to Fedex a hard drive, though with the newest versions of not-your-mother’s-FTP, this is becoming less and less common. Finally, we regularly make presentations to the CRITFC commissioners about projects we are working on, and each of our geneticists have relationships with tribal and agency biologists and participate in working groups where we get to discuss results from investigations that we’ve made and share what data and insights are now available. I’m sure there are a great many other means of dissemination that I couldn’t think of, but I think that captures the broad strokes.
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So with that, I’d like to thank my collaborators in these projects and lab mates in Hagerman who supported the project, as well as the funding provided by the Bonneville Power Administration, and try to address any questions you have about our research or workflows.
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More recently, we’ve also conducted a similar analysis for Chinook. Several things are important to note about this study, though. First, there was no major outlier region in whole genome data associated with ocean duration so far identified for Chinook, though we’re now repeating that analysis with a larger dataset. Second, unlike Steelhead, for which a single phylogeographic lineage covers most of the Columbia Basin, there are two phylogeographic lineages, and three migration phenotypes, which have to be accounted for with Chinook.
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Not surprisingly, since we’re more shooting in the dark with Chinook, the results are underwhelming compared to steelhead. (CLICK) But there are some hints that there may be a locus on chromosome 17 which effects length and ocean duration in each of the three lineages
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And as in steelhead, in each case the association is more apparent in males than in females.
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